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The aim was to evaluate the inter-item consistency between
corresponding items in the Functional Independent
Measure (FIM) and Sunnaas index of ADL (SI) by means
of a statistical approach that takes account of the nonmetric properties of ordinal data. The ADL dependence in
204 stroke patients was assessed by interview 3 months after
the onset of stroke. The result showed that the inter-item
consistency between the FIM and SI were high for many
items, but operational differences between some FIM and SI
items were also identi ed. The statistical evaluation
demonstrated that some of the ordered categorical levels
of the seven-point item scales in the FIM could be
aggregated into four levels without loss of information.
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The level of dependence on help in performing each
activity is recorded on a seven-point scale in the FIM (5) and on
a four-point scale in the SI (6). The data from these rating scales
have an ordered structure but no other mathematical properties,
which means that statistical methods designed for metric,
quantitative data cannot be applied to the ADL assessments
(9–13).
The aim of the present study was to apply a statistical
method (9, 10) that takes account of the ordered categorical
properties of data for a comprehensive evaluation of the
consistency between the assessments of dependence in daily
life activities by the FIM and the SI items. The seven-point
scales for the FIM items were also calibrated in relation to the
corresponding four-point item scales in the SI in two ways: by
comparing the operational criteria of the categorical levels and
by minimizing the systematic disagreement between the two
assessments. The cut-off points between the FIM levels that
correspond to the levels in the SI were identi ed, and the level of
order consistency between the SI and the two approaches to
condensing the FIM scales were compared.

(Accepted November 6, 2000)

INTRODUCTION

Ó

Various types of measurement instrument for assessment of
dependence in daily life activities (ADL) are commonly used in
rehabilitation medicine. Typical sub-variables of functional
ADL assessments are eating, grooming, dressing, bathing,
toileting, transfers (from bed to chair etc.) and mobility, in
personal activities and housekeeping, shopping and transportation, in instrumental activities (1–4). The Functional Independence Measure (FIM) (5) and Sunnaas Index of ADL (SI) (6) are
instruments used to measure ADL.
The FIM is a discipline-free generic measurement instrument used as a uniform measure of disability in terms of
independence/dependence. The FIM is recommended for use in
medical wards for setting goals for patients during rehabilitation
(5). The FIM was originally developed to assess the burden of
care by observation (5), but has also been used in telephone
interviews (7, 8). The SI is a Norwegian measurement instrument for the assessment of dependence in ADL. The SI was
originally constructed as an instrument for measuring personal
and instrumental ADL function in stroke patients (6).
2001 Taylor & Francis. ISSN 1650–1977

METHODS
Subjects
This study is a part of the Göteborg 70‡ Stroke Study (14). In this study,
249 consecutive acute stroke patients, at least 70 years of age were
randomized to care in a stroke unit or care in general medical wards. The
groups were comparable at entry with regard to gender, living
conditions, mean age and medical history, with the exception of angina
pectoris, which was more common in the stroke unit group. The groups
were also comparable with regard to neurological score, side of
predominant neurological de cit, degree of pareses and speech disorder
at entry. Of the 249 patients, 229 (92%) had brain infarction, 11 had
intra-cerebral haemorrhage,  ve had transient ischaemic attack and four
had other diagnoses. The predominant neurological de cit was on the
right side in 107 (43%) patients and on the left side in 122 (49%); 105
(42%) patients had a slight paresis, 44 (18%) moderate and 61 (25%)
severe paresis. Speech disorders were found in 120 (48%) patients (14).
The present study includes 204 patients evaluated 3 months after
the onset of stroke. Of these patients, 126 (62%) were women (mean age,
80.5 years; range, 68.9–96.5 years) and 78 men (mean age, 78.3 years;
range, 70.3–92.2 years).
Instruments and procedures
The original FIM (5) consists of 13 physical (or motor) items assessing
feeding; grooming; bathing; dressing-upper body; dressing–lower body;
toileting; bladder management; bowel management; transfer–bed, chair,
wheelchair; transfer–toilet; transfer–tub, shower; walk/wheelchair; and
stairs; and  ve social-cognitive items assessing comprehension; expression; social interaction; problem solving; and memory. The ordered
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Table I. Comparative items in the Functional Independence
Measure (FIM) and the Sunnaas index of ADL (SI)
Functional Independence Measure

Sunnaas index of ADL

Feeding
Grooming
Bathing
Dressing-upper body
Dressing-lower body
Toileting
Bladder management
Bowel management
Transfer–bed, chair, wheelchair
Transfer–toilet
Transfer–tub, shower
Walk/wheelchair
Comprehension
Expression

Eating
Grooming
Bath/shower
Dressing–undressing
Dressing–undressing
Toilet management
Continence
Continence
Transfer
Transfer
Transfer
Indoor mobility
Communication
Communication

FIM items not including
Stairs
Social interaction
Problem solving
Memory

SI items not including
Cooking
Housework
Outdoor mobility

categories of each item scale are ‘total dependence’, 1; ‘maximal contact
assistance or the subject expends 25–49% of the effort’, 2; ‘moderate
contact assistance or the subject expends 50–74% of the effort’, 3;
‘minimal contact assistance or the subject expends ¶75% of the effort’,
4; ‘supervision or setup’, 5; ‘modi ed independence’, 6; and ‘complete
independence’, 7. The validity (15–18) and reliability (19–25) of the
FIM are well documented. A Swedish translation of the manual of
September 1991 (26) was used.
The original SI (6) consists of 12 items: eating, continence, indoor
mobility, toilet-management, transfer, dressing–undressing, grooming,
cooking, bath/shower, housework, outdoor mobility and communication.
The ordered categories of each item scale are; ‘total dependence’, 0;
‘needs some help from other persons or can manage alone, but does not’,
1; ‘can manage alone and does under special conditions’, 2; and
‘complete independence’, 3. The SI has both the wording ‘can’ and
‘does’ included in the de nition of the categories, but in this study the
raters evaluated how the person was performing (does). Although the SI
has been used for many years in Scandinavia, there have been few
studies concerning the measurement. A Finnish study reported evidence
for the concurrent validity of the SI in measuring functional recovery
after stroke (27). A Swedish translation of the manual of December 1992
was used.
The formulation of the operational criteria in the two instruments was
the basis for the selection of the items for evaluation of the consistency
order (Table I). The single items dressing-undressing, continence and
communication in the SI occur as two items in the FIM. The item
transfer is a single item in the SI but occurs as three items in the FIM
(Table I, Appendix).
Assessments of ADL ratings were performed independently by two
registered occupational therapists. The patients were randomly assigned
to the occupational therapists, who evaluated them using a semistructured interview based on the different items. Most of the ADL
assessments [155] were carried out in the patient’s home, while 29 were
conducted in a geriatric clinic, 19 in a nursing home and one in a
hospital. In the interview, the patients described the performance of each
activity, and the interviewer scored the answer concerning dependence.
When there was any doubt about a patient’s ability, they were asked to
perform the activity and the raters tried to clarify whether the patient
performed the activity every day. The interviewer asked relatives or
medical staff, if accessible.
The inter-observer agreement in ADL assessments has been
evaluated in 20 patients. The median percentage agreement (PA) in
the FIM items was 70% (range, 45–95%), and in the SI items 85%
(range, 65–90%).
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Statistical method
The statistical approach (9) for the evaluation of the order consistency
between the assessments of dependence according to the FIM and the SI
is described step by step as applied to the item eating/feeding. The joint
distribution of the paired recordings from the four-point SI and the
seven-point FIM is presented in a 4 £ 7 contingency table (Fig. 1a).
The marginal distribution of the 204 individuals on the four levels
of the SI was [9, 18, 22, 155], which means that the majority of
individuals, 76% [155 of 204], were classi ed as ‘completely independent’ 3 in eating (Fig. 1a) According to the FIM assessments, 69% [140
of 204], were classi ed as ‘completely independent’ 7 in eating, as the
marginal distribution of FIM was [8, 4, 1, 1, 39, 11, 140] (Fig. 1a).
The observed frequency distribution of paired assessments on the
FIM and the SI is compared with the pattern of total agreement in
ordering of all individuals. This pattern of complete order consistency is
called the rank-transformable pattern of agreement (RTPA), as the rank
ordering of all individuals is independent of the two scales (10, 28). The
RTPA is de ned by the two sets of marginal distributions and is
constructed by pairing off the two sets of marginal distributions against
each other. Figure 1b shows the RTPA de ned by the marginals of Fig.
1a. The non-zero cell frequencies are easily calculated. The eight
observations in the FIM 1 are paired with eight of the nine observations
in the SI 0. The remaining observation in the SI 0 should be paired with
one of the four in the FIM 2. The remaining three in the FIM 2 are
combined with three of the 18 in the SI 1, etc.
The observed pattern of inter-scale assessments in Fig. 1a is slightly
dispersed from the RTPA, which means that the ordering of at least some
of the individuals differs concerning the level of dependence in eating
between the FIM and the SI assessments. Dispersed observations from
the RTPA appear in cells opposite the main diagonal; that is, in the
upper-left and lower-right regions relative to a non-zero cell. The two
pairs of observations in the cell SI 0, FIM 2 in Fig. 1a disagree in
ordering with the single pair in the cell SI 1 and FIM 1, as the ADL level
in the SI is higher when the FIM is lower.
The number of pairs with a disagreement in ordering out of all
possible different pairs of individuals de nes the measure of disorder, D
(9, 29). The number of ADL levels in the SI is m1 = 4, and the ordered
categorical SI levels are indexed i, where i stands for 0, 1, 2, 3.
Corresponding notations for FIM are m2 = 7, where j represents the FIM
levels 1,…,7. The ij:th cell frequency is denoted xij. For example, two
individuals scored SI 0 and FIM 2, which is noted i = 0, j = 2, then
x02 = 2. xul
ij denotes the upper-left region frequency relative to the ij:th
cell, i = 1,…, m1 and j = 1,…, m2 . The upper-left region relative to the
nine observations scored SI 3 and FIM 5 contain the non-zero cell
frequencies x17 = 1, x27 = 1 and x26 = 3. These  ve observations in the
upper-left region relative to x35 = 9 are expressed as xul
35 ˆ 5.
m1 P
m2
P
2
xij xul
ij
iˆ1 jˆ1
The measure of disorder is de ned by D ˆ
, where
n…n ¡ 1† ¡ t
m1 X
m2
X
tˆ
xij …xij ¡ 1†, which is the correction factor for the observaiˆ1 jˆ1

tions tied to the same cell. For example, in Fig. 1a there are 138 identical
pairs of assessments of SI 3 and FIM 7. As there was more than one
observation in most cells, which means that there are tied pairs, the
number of possible paired comparisons of observations is reduced by the
m1 X
m2
X
correction factor, t ˆ
xij …xij ¡ 1† = 7 £ 6 + 2 £ 1 + 2 £ 1 + 12 £
iˆ1 jˆ1

11 + 18 £ 17 + 3 £ 2 + 9 £ 8 + 8 £ 7 + 138 £ 137 = 19524.
For the frequency distribution of Fig. 1a, the nominator of D is
3 X
7
X
2
xij xul
ij = 2(7 £ 0 + 2 £ 0 + 1 £ 2 + 2 £ 0 + 1 £ 0 + 1 £ 0 + 12 £
iˆ0 jˆ1

0 + 1 £ 0 + 18 £ 1 + 3 £ 1 + 1 £ 0 + 9 £ 5 + 8 £ 2 + 138 £ 0) = 2(2 + 18
+ 3 + 45 +16) = 168. Note that the 16 observations scored SI 1 and FIM
3, 4, 5 have no observations in the upper-left regions. The measure of
168
168
ˆ
ˆ 0:00768
disorder is D ˆ
204 £ 203 ¡ 19524 21888
The interpretation of this measure of disarray is that 168 of the
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Fig. 1. (a) Joint distribution of paired assessments of the level of dependence in eating measured by FIM and SI. (b) Rank-transformable
pattern of agreement de ned by the marginal distributions of Fig. 1a. (c) Joint distribution of observations of the calibrated scales for the
assessment of the level of dependence in eating. f = frequencies.

possible 21888 different pairs of observations are disordered, which is a
small proportion (0.8%).
Svensson (9) has de ned a coef cient of monotonic agreement, MA,
as the difference between the proportionsof ordered and disordered pairs
of observations. MA is calculated simply by MA = 1 ¡ 2D. The
maximum value, MA = 1, is obtained when there is a total ordering of
all observations, i.e. when D = 0, which is the case for the RTPA. The
MA of the pattern in Fig. 1a is 1 ¡ 2 £ 0.00768 = 0.985, which is a high
level of order consistency between the SI and the FIM in the assessment
of the level of dependence in eating/feeding.
Inter-scale calibration
By means of the two sets of marginal distributions and the RTPA it is
possible to reduce the seven-point FIM scale in a way that minimizes the
systematic disagreement between the reduced FIM scale and the
corresponding SI item scales. Identical marginal distributions mean
lack of systematic disagreement or bias.
In the two assessments of dependence in eating/feeding (Fig. 1a),
marginal homogeneity could almost be achieved by a reduction to a
3 £ 3 scale comparison, by grouping the FIM levels into 1, 2–5 and 6–7
and the SI levels into 0, 1–2 and 3 (Fig. 1c). The level of agreement in
ordering, MA, is 0.995 and the percentage agreement (PA) in categorical
levels between the calibrated scales is 92%.

RESULTS
The results of the 204 paired assessments using the FIM and SI
are presented at the item level.
Table II shows that the measures of MA range between
0.841 and 0.986, where continence/bowel management and
communication/comprehension (MA, 0.867) represent the items
with an order consistency less than 0.90. The items with a high
level of order consistency between the FIM and SI assessments
were dressing-undressing/dressing-lowerbody (MA, 0.986, Fig.
2), eating/feeding (MA, 0.985, Fig. 1a), grooming/grooming and
toilet-management/toileting (MA, 0.982).
Table II also shows the MA and PA for the FIM and SI
assessments, when the FIM levels are reduced to a four-point
scale according to the operational de nitions of the item scales.

In two items, toilet-management/toileting and communication/
comprehension, the level of order consistency decreased, which
is a sign of inconsistency between the operational de nitions of
the scales. The median PA was 77% (range, 48–87%). A high
level of order consistency but a low PA, as in transfer/transfer
tub, shower (MA, 0.973; PA, 48%) indicates a systematic
disagreement between the two four-point sets of data. The pairs
of observations are close to the RTPA (high MA), but the RTPA
deviates from the main diagonal (low PA), which means interscale bias. The presence of bias, irrespective of a high MA,
means that the items are not interchangeable.
The results of the unbiased calibration of FIM and SI are
shown in Table III a,b,c. The cut-offs in FIM are de ned by the
steps in RTPA and by the fact that lack of bias requires equal
marginaldistribution.The tableshowsthatan unbiasedcalibration
required a reduction of the item levels to three-pointscales for the
FIM and SI, except for continence/bladder management and
indoor mobility/walk or wheelchair. For six of the items, the SI
levels 1 and 2 were grouped,and in six other items, the SI levels 2
and 3 were grouped (Table III a,b). The increased levels of order
consistencyfor almostall items indicatethat the ADL assessments
were not performed entirely according to the operational de nitions. The percentage agreement increased for all items, and the
median PA was 92% (range, 67–98%).
The measures of MA and PA show that both calibration
approaches failed to  nd a correspondence between the items
continence and bowel management, while there was a high level
of order consistency between the items continence and bladder
management. The unbiased grouping of the ordinal categorical
levels of the items concerning dressing–undressing and dressing-upper body and dressing-lower body indicate that the two
FIM items have different operational de nitions in relation to
the SI item. For the two FIM items of communication, the
highest level of order consistency with the SI item concerned
J Rehab Med 33
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Table II. Cut-off points between the categories of corresponding operational de nitions in the seven-point FIM and the four-point SI
assessed 3 months after stroke (n = 204). The coef cent of monotonic agreement (MA) are given, both according to observed and calibrated
scales. Percentage agreement (PA) is given for calibrated scales
Scale levels in SI

Compared items in SI/FIM

Observed
scales
MA

Eating/Feeding
Grooming/Grooming
Bath-shower/Bathing
Dressing–undressing/ Dressing–upper body
Dressing–undressing/ Dressing–lower body
Toilet-management/ Toileting
Continence/ Bladder management
Continence/ Bowel management
Transfer/Transfer–bed, chair, wheelchair
Transfer/Transfer–toilet
Transfer/Transfer–tub, shower
Indoor mobility/Walk or wheelchair
Communication/ Comprehensen
Communication/ Expression

0.985
0.982
0.956
0.965
0.986
0.982
0.964
0.841
0.967
0.965
0.929
0.913
0.867
0.951

Total
dependence
(0)
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

expression (MA, 0.985; PA, 93%), provided that the FIM levels
2–4 and 5–7 were grouped (Table II, III b). Table II shows that
there was an inconsistency in the operational de nitions
between the SI and FIM item of communication/comprehension
(MA, 0.829; PA, 64%).
The MA values of unity and very high PA (97% and 98%)
indicate that the FIM items transfer-bed, chair, wheelchair and
transfer-toiletcorrespondedwell with the transfer item of the SI,
provided grouping of the FIM levels 1–2, 3–5 and 6–7 and the SI
levels 0, 1 and 2–3 (Table III b). The operational comparison
between the transfer/transfer-tub, shower (MA = 0.973, PA
= 48%) showed a high level of order consistency and a high
level of systematic disagreement between the item assessments.
Grouping of the FIM levels 1, 2–4 and 5–7 and the SI levels 0,
1–2, 3 increased the PA (80%), but decreased the MA (0.935),
which is a sign of lack of consistency between the FIM and SI
for these variables.

Needs some
help from
another
person (1)

Does under
special
conditions
(2)

Independence
(3)

Calibrated
scales
MA

PA
(%)

3, 4
3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5

5, 6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

0.995
0.982
0.960
0.967
0.987
0.969
0.973
0.843
0.967
0.971
0.973
0.921
0.829
0.956

83
87
67
83
84
78
85
65
78
76
48
56
64
69

body were operational comparable. The relatively low level of
order consistency between the SI and FIM items indoor mobility
and walk/wheelchair and between communication and expression, comprehension could be explained by differences in the
operational de nitions. The SI item indoor mobility concern
mobility at home and at work, while the FIM item walk/
wheelchair is de ned as walking indoors for a distance of 50
metres. The item communication in the SI includes use of a
telephone, which is not included in the FIM items expression
and comprehensiveness. Evaluation of the assessments indicates
that the occupational therapists have taken account of the

DISCUSSION
The statistical approach used in the present study takes account
of the non-metric, ordered structure of data from scale assessments. Hence, the result of the analyses are interpretable and
valid without any distributional restrictions of the data. The
ability of the statistical approach to allow a comprehensive
evaluation of two different scales of the same variable with the
regard to operational similarities and dissimilarities has been
demonstrated with regard to the interchangeability between the
FIM and SI items. A high level of order of consistency would
imply that the individuals being assessed have comparable
levels of ADL dependence as measured by the two scales.
This study showed that the SI/FIM items eating/feeding,
grooming/grooming and dressing-undressing/dressing–lower
J Rehab Med 33
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dependence in dressing-undressing/ dressing-lower body measured
by FIM and SI. f = frequencies.
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Table III. a, b, c Unbiased calibration made by cut-off points by marginal homogeneity between the categories de ned by FIM and SI
assessed 3 months after stroke (n = 204). The coef cent of monotonic agreement (MA) are given, both according to observed and calibrated
scales. Percentage agreement (PA) is given for calibrated scales. Tables a, b and c present different grouping of the ordinal levels in the SI
(a) The ordinal levels in SI are the following: 0 = total dependence, 1 = needs some help from other person and 2 = does under special
conditions, and the 3 = independence
Scale levels in the SI
Observed
scales
MA

Compared items in SI/FIM
Eating/Feeding
Grooming/Grooming
Dressing–undressing/ Dressing–
upper body
Dressing–undressing/ Dressing–
lower body
Continence/ Bowel
management
Transfer/Transfer–tub,
shower

Total
dependence
(0)

Needs some help from
another person/Does under
special conditions (1)/(2)

Independence
(3)

Calibrated
scales
MA

PA
(%)

0.985
0.982
0.965

1
1
1, 2

2, 3, 4, 5
2, 3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5

6, 7
6, 7
6, 7

0.995
0.993
0.996

92
93
94

0.986

1

2, 3, 4, 5

6, 7

0.995

94

0.841

1, 2, 3, 4

5, 6

7

0.861

67

0.929

1

2, 3, 4

5, 6, 7

0.935

80

(b) The ordinal levels in the SI are the following: 0 = total dependence, 1 = needs some help from other person, and the 2 = does under
special conditions and 3 = independence
Scale levels in SI

Compared items in SI/FIM
Bath–shower/Bathing
Toilet-management/ Toileting
Transfer/Transfer–bed, chair,
wheelchair
Transfer/Transfer–toilet
Communication/
Comprehension
Communication/ Expression

Observed
scales
MA

Total
dependence
(0)

Needs some help from
another person (1)

Does under special
conditions/ Independence
(2)/(3)

Calibrated
scales
MA

PA
(%)

0.956
0.982
0.967

1, 2
1
1, 2

3, 4, 5
2, 3, 4, 5
3, 4, 5

6, 7
6, 7
6, 7

0.994
0.999
1.0

91
98
98

0.965
0.867

1, 2
1

3, 4, 5
2, 3, 4

6, 7
5, 6, 7

0.998
0.969

97
89

0.951

1

2, 3, 4

5, 6, 7

0.985

93

(c) The ordinal levels in the SI are the original four-point
Scale levels in SI

Compared items in SI/FIM
Continence/ Bladder
management
Indoor mobility/Walk or
wheelchair

Observed
scales
MA

Total
dependence

Needs some help
Does under
from another person special conditions

Independence

Calibrated
scales
MA

PA
(%)

0.964

1

2, 3, 4

5, 6

7

0.975

85

0.913

1, 2

3

4, 5

6, 7

0.920

73

different operational de nitions of the scales in their assessments.
Comparison of the inter-item consistency showed a
difference between the calibration of the FIM according to the
operational criteria of categorical levels and the unbiased
calibration to the SI assessments. This results showed slightly
lower MA and PA values for the operational calibration. This
might be explained by the dissimilarities in the operational

criteria but also by the observers’ experience and interpretation
of the manuals. This study indicated that it is important to have a
critical attitude towards ADL instruments as the instruments
serves as communication tools between different health care
professions.
Comparison of the operational criteria in the FIM and SI
revealed some differences in de nitions. The levels of independence of 6 and 7 in the FIM and of 2 and 3 in the SI correspondedin
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most cases,as did the levelsof dependenceof 1 to 5 in the FIM and
of 0 to 1 in the SI. Level 5, ‘supervision’, in the FIM had no directly
correspondinglevel in the SI, but ‘supervision’is often foundin SI
level 1. The de nition in FIM level 6 includes modi ed
independence with ‘use of assistive devices to perform an
activity’, doing it out of concern for safety, and no more than a
reasonable amount of time needed to perform the activity. The SI
includes these three components in its de nition of level 2 but, in
contrast to the FIM, does not consistently include the factors of
time consumption and concern for safety in its de nitions of all
items. In most cases,one of these componentsis representedin the
criteriain the operationalde nition.This may be oneof the reasons
why FIM 6 and SI 2 do not always correspond. The FIM has a
uniform constructionin the seven-pointratingscale, with a similar
de nitionof thestepsin the orderedcategoricalscaleandwherethe
level of dependenceis assessedas percentageof independence(5).
Whilethiscanmakeit easierfor the raterto distinguishbetweenthe
levels, using the FIM instrument demands training in the rating
system to achieve good reliability (24).
The FIM is discipline-free,which means that it is a measure
usable by any trained person regardless of discipline. When
using the instrument, the team members use a uniform language
to observe the actual need for care, and can set goals in the
rehabilitation programe. To be able to assess the activities as
precisely as possible, one has to observe the patient over a longer
period of time that was possible in this study where assessments
were made by interview. The occupational therapists were
experienced in assessing ADL. However they were not specially
trained in assessing FIM, although they had had instruction from
an FIM trainer. The interviews were conducted in the patients’
normal environment which was an advantage in assessing ADL
as the questions could be individualized according to each
patient’s environment.
The comparisons between the instruments made by means
of unbiased calibration identi ed three different levels of
categories in most of the items. The pattern of agreement was
different for the items. The results showed dissimilarity in the
evaluation of modi ed dependence and modi ed independence
and illustrated the dif culties in delimitation between the
categories in the middle of the scales.
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Transfer

Transfer–tub, shower Getting into and out of tub or shower

Expression

Comprehension

Clear expression of either verbal or non verbal language

Communication

Walking once in a standing position, or using a wheelchair once in a Indoor mobility
seated position, indoors
Communication
Clear comprehension either auditory or visual communication

Ability to convey and receive information, use telephone and gatephone. Ability to call for help
Ability to convey and receive information, use telephone and gatephone. Ability to call for help

Transfer from bed to chair, chair to chair, wheelchair to toilet. In and
out of bed. To the toilet or shower–chair/commode
Transfer from bed to chair, chair to chair, wheelchair to toilet. In and
out of bed. To the toilet or shower–chair/commode
Being mobile at home and at work

Transfer

Walk/wheelchair

Transfer from bed to chair, chair to chair, wheelchair to toilet. In and
out of bed. To the toilet or shower–chair/commode

Continence

Toilet-management

Dressing/undressing

Dressing/undressing

Transfer

Wash oneself (including administrating face cloths, towels and taps),
brush teeth, comb hair, shave and check buttocks for pressure-sores.
Adequate hygienic standard
Take a bath/shower and using the taps, drying afterwards, undressing
a dressing
Dressing and undressing everyday clothes, (including bra, socks,
shoes and outer garment) and an acceptable standard
Dressing and undressing everyday clothes, (including bra, socks,
shoes and outer garment) and an acceptable standard
Toilet-transfer, cleaning oneself and dressing when visiting the toilet.
Hygienic standard satisfactory
Control over urine and faeces

Cutting food, eating, chewing and swallowing

Control over urine and faeces

Bath/shower

Grooming

Eating

Continence

Use of suitable utensils to bring food to mouth, chewing and
swallowing, once meal has been appropriately prepared
Oral care, hair grooming, washing hands and face, shaving or
applying makeup

Operational criteria in Sunnaas Index of ADL

Bathing the entire body from the neck down (tub, shower, or bed
bath)
Dressing–upper body Dressing above the waist as well as putting on and removing
prosthesis or orthosis when applicable
Dressing–lower body Dressing from the waist down as well as putting on and removing
prosthesis or orthosis when applicable
Toileting
Maintaining perineal hygiene and adjusting clothing before and after
toileting
Bladder management Complete and intentional control of the bladder and use of equipment
or agents necessary for bladder control. Two variables, frequency of
incontinence and level of assistance required for bladder
management. Score both part I and part II. Then record the lower
score
Bowel management
Complete and intentional control of bowel movements and use of
equipment or agents necessary for bowel control. Two variables,
frequency of incontinence and level of assistance required for bowel
management. Score both part I and part II. Then record the lower
score
Transfer–bed, chair, Management of all aspects of transferring to bed from bed chair, or
wheelchair
wheelchair, or coming to a standing position, if walking is the typical
mode of locomotion
Transfer–toilet
Getting on and off toilet

Bathing

Grooming

Feeding

Operational criteria in Functional Independence Measure

Appendix. Operational criteria in selected items in the Functional Independence Measure (FIM) and Sunnaas Index of ADL (SI). A comparison is made between these items of operational
criteria in FIM and SI. The same individual items in SI are found in the comparison in two or three times.
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